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The iF3 Chamonix 1st edition, 
presented by The North Face, 
will take place October the  
14th, 15th and 16th, 2021!

More than 20 ski, snowboard 
and mountaineering movies 
will be presented at Cinéma 
Vox and at L’Hydromel Bar.
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https://festivalif3europe.ltibooking.com/purchase-path/product-details/14396?fbclid=IwAR2qLYiKb_-ntK6hCPnXmV3t0lbJD31uY69waf7UkbjH6YETeRD7G8fpWDw


T H U R S DAY,  O C TO B E R  1 4  

CINÉMA VOX CHAMONIX - TICKET 15¤

7: 30 pm to 11 pm    Opening night (Doors open at 7 pm)

LAURENT DE MARTIN / TITOUAN BESSIRE  -  SIMPLY 

Laurent’s new movie project will follow his path of evolving in and around skiing. Big mountains and powder 
are the focus and Laurent gathered a team around him to join his off-piste adventures. This includes a ski 
touring approach on new terrain, discovering mountain huts and outdoor living.

— 17 min

TROUBLEHAUS  -  NA VITA DE NËI

We are celebrating the highs and lows of the pandemic winter season 2021 with a last dance on our gliding 
surface of choice.. looking back and reflecting about a life spent in snow where now time and life seemed to 
be stopped..... Honoring our cold friend with a melancholy, poetic yet beautiful salute.

— 12 min

MAXIME MOULIN  -  FLOW 

An aerial and symphonic journey with skier Sam Favret, in the heart of a closed resort during this very 
special winter of 2021. A dose of unreality, serenity and Sam’s powerful skiing. But above all the pleasure of 
rediscovering a playground back to its wild state.

— 15 min

JORDAN MANOUKIAN  -  OUT OF FRAME

The backstage of an extreme photographer, Out of Frame shows the daily life of Mathis Dumas, athlete, 
high mountain guide and outdoor photographer. A life suspended in the air, a camera in hand, Mathis takes 
us backstage on a dizzying high line shooting on a line that has never been done before. A journey to the 
heart of the Mont Blanc massif where the photographer reveals his photographic vision and his mountain 
heritage beyond traditional frames.

— 44 min

VIVIAN BRUCHEZ & MATHÉO JACQUEMOUD  -  DESCENTE À SKI À L’ÉPERON DE LA BRENVA

An episode about a ski descent on the “éperon de la Brenva” on Mont-Blanc. This episode is shared with 
Mathéo Jacquemoud around the iconic peaks of the Alps.

— 10 min

GAETAN GAUDISSARD  -  CONSCIENCE

At the dawn of the greatest change in the history of humanity, all our actions in the present have consequences 
on our future. We must be aware of this. Faced with this observation, Gaëtan goes to meet Victor Galuchot, 
Liv Sansoz and Tony Lamiche. Together, they reflect, exchange, and question themselves on their skiing 
practice and their way of living. In an eternal quest for performance, these professional skiers aim that 
ecological actions and reflections do not limit their practice, whether it is to explore the highest peaks of 
the Alps or to draw new lines on their gardens.

— 60 min



https://festivalif3.com/en/


F R I DAY,  O C TO B E R  1 5 t h

MOVIE SCREENINGS AT BAR L’HYDROMEL - FREE

3 :30 pm to 4 :30 pm    Screening 1

BLANK COLLECTIVE FILMS  -  TALES FROM CASCADIA 

Cascadia, a bioregion defined by its unique natural characteristics, its people and its diversity. From the 
shores of the Pacific Coast, to the lush and snow-caked rainforests, to the grand volcanic mountain peaks, 
This winter, Blank Collective films will embed themselves in Cascadia on a journey through tales that explain 
the harmony of this promised land.

— 49 min

ANTHFILM  -  3310 RECONNEXION

A Road Trip through the Alpine Arc in search of a reconnection with the elements, skiing and friends. Detaching 
yourself from social networks in order to enjoy life to the fullest. Lalo Rambaud and his friends Victor Daviet, 
Tom Richard and many others… find themselves traveling aboard an old Van Hymer which will lead them to 
rediscover simple pleasures.

— 10 min

4 : 30 pm to 7 pm     Screening 2

ALTISCOPE FILMS  -  SUBSTANCE 

Multiple elements constitute the mountain and the winter. Human beings are small in the face of this immensity, 
but they feel big. They can feel this harmony with their heart, eyes and soul. The balance of substances, 
materials, allows humans to enter into osmosis with nature. He feels free in the midst of these elements.

— 4 min

BOKEH PRODUCTION  -  TRACES

The wilderness opens its doors to us. It is just a stone’s throw away, in our mountains and forests. In the footsteps 
of the wolves, Thomas takes us in his learning of the wild. With his splitboard he meets environmentalists 
who will guide him and teach him to read the clues left in nature. This quest for the wolf allows him to explore 
the contrasts between the wild and the modern world.

— 30min

PVS COMPANY  -  WRITE YOUR LINE

As a child, Ben dreams of reaching the level of his favorite athletes, who have become legends today. During 
his ski descent in La Clusaz, he finds himself sharing his ride with the older ones. This ski descent will go viral 
on the internet causing enthusiasm, curious to see such a sharing.

— 3 min

LUCAS STANUS VIDEO  -  HOME

It’s the story of a young freerider from the “Portes du Soleil” who wants to rediscover the ski area where he 
grew up. He brings with him locals and friends, because real skiing is about sharing! 

— 20 min



FABIEN MAIERHOFER  -  LE DERNIER GUIDE

In 2026, Cedric Grand aka Mister Good Guide is the last survivor of the virus. He skis in the French Alps in 
search of another survivor...

— 15 min

UBAC IMAGES  -  MEU PIRENÈUS

In the extreme South-West of France, a collective of riders have shared a winter across the unknown valleys 
of the Western Pyrenees. Over there, mountain activities coexist with pastoralism and the National Park, in a 
fragile but lasting balance. No one can remain indifferent to these wild, authentic and mysterious mountains. 
Through summits and encounters, each character shares his own vision of this region whose ski potential 
is underrated.

— 26 min

SCHIRMER FILM  -  WAVY: THE LAST VOYAGE OF SOFIE AND CAPTAIN CROCS

A winter odyssey from Norway’s most northern waters. After ten years of hunting snow abroad in the southern 
countries, the pandemic has forced the free riders Krister Kopala, Merrick Mordal and Nikolai Schirmer to 
explore the mountain ranges closer to home. Aboard the ship of the eccentric Captain Crocs they look north 
towards the dark towing rock spires of Kvænangstindan, where Nikolai seems to remember he saw a skiable 
line over a decade ago. On the voyage of the winter the crew is forced to face the question of when have 
you pushed it so far over the edge that you may never sail back home? 

— 44 min

7:15 pm to 9:45 pm     Screening 3

YANN RAUSIS  -  FROM SOURCE

A skier wanders alone by a glacier on a bright full-moon night and steps into the abyss of a glacier cave. His 
longing for spiritual liberation guided him there, as far as possible from everything he knew. Diving in the depths 
of the unknown, he experiences a mystical connection with his divine self through his freeride skiing visions.

— 14 min

SOLID RUSK  -  LOCAL FREEDOM 

Far from steep skiing or the venues of the Freeride World Tour that Maël used to ride, Local Freedom is all 
about friendship and adventure. A journey shared around a hut’s bonfire in the French southern Alps, ski 
touring and freeriding in the unknown mountains of the Haut Verdon valley.

— 20 min

INVADE MEDIA  -  EARN YOUR TURN 

The story of a mountain guide who loves snowboarding. Julien “Pica” Herry takes us in his own garden. 
Born in Chamonix Mont-Blanc, it’s where he developed his style and technique. Mountains run through his 
veins. A discreet athlete, he practices mountaineering and snowboarding as few have done before him. High 
mountain guide and powder lover, his specialty is riding steep. In this portrait discover the story of a simple 
man who finds his fulfillment in sharing and living. 

— 21 min



IVRESSE FILMS  -  SAUVATGE 

Pierre Hourticq, a mountain guide living in Chamonix, is always seeking new challenges. In times like these, 
it was the ideal moment for this skier, originally from the Pyrenees, to return to his homeland to explore his 
mountains. The Pyrenees remain wild and unspoilt, far from the crowds flocking to the Alps. Only a few 
insiders are really aware of their promise. Bolstered by a genuine local culture, and a pristine, untamed nature, 
the Pyrenees can be a hostile place. Together with his climbing partners Helias Millerioux and Victor De Le 
Rue, they will try to document a new narrative in these little-known slopes.

— 32 min

CONFÉRENCE AVEC VIVIAN BRUCHEZ

An episode on a ski descent from the Brenva spur on the Mont-Blanc. This episode is taken from a project 
shared with Mathéo Jacquemoud around the iconic peaks of the Alps.

— 30 min

EVENING AT BAR L’HYDROMEL - FREE

10 pm to 1 am    DJ



https://festivalif3.com/en/


S AT U R DAY,  O C TO B E R  1 6 T H

MOUNTAIN ACTIVITIES - ON RESERVATION ONLY

All day    10 ¤

ICE AND ROCK CLIMBING  

In partnership with Lead The Climb

 Ice climbing initiation at La Mer de Glace

 Rock climbing initiation at Les Gaillands

 Information and registration here

1 pm  to 5 pm    FREE

TRAIL RUNNING  

In partnership with Girls Up

 Initiation (5km)

 Confirmed (10km)

 Information and registration here

All day    FREE

RANDONNÉE / BIVOUAC  

In partnership with Montagnes au Féminin

 15-16 october, 1000m D+

 Information and registration here



https://festivalif3.com/en/


S AT U R DAY,  O C TO B E R  1 6 T H

MOVIE SCREENINGS AT BAR L’HYDROMEL - FREE

5 pm to 6:30 pm    5@7

KOLLEKTIVE PRODUCTIONS  -  THE ARCTIC 12 

In April 2021 a team composed of two couples, a pair of professional big mountain skiers, and two IFMGA 
guides set out on a 415km traverse above the Arctic Circle. The goal was to summit and ski all of the 
2000 meter peaks in Sweden. This is an area where the tallest peaks are changing due to melting glaciers 
and new 2000 meters peaks are being discovered as recently as 2016. The journey will take them through 
what is often considered Europe’s last wilderness. The team will face the unpredictable weather of the Arctic, 
abnormally unstable avalanche conditions, and perhaps the biggest challenge, each other. If successful they 
could be the first crew to do so in one go during winter conditions.

— 69 min

PICTURE ORGANIC CLOTHING X BUG VISIONARIES  -  HOME LINES

Both the Covid19 crisis and global warming are pushing us to change our habits and take a new look at the 
world around us. Having adventures at home, reducing our commutes has never made more sense than 
it does today. This film adapts to this new paradigm in a reduced-impact expedition, simply a proposal, a 
desire, an experience, a human adventure.

— 33 min

7 pm to 9:30 pm     Screening 4

ANDRI & FLURINA BIEGER  -  MOINSA

Last winter we travelled a lot in search of good snow and events, which made it more and more difficult to 
combine studying and skiing. But every time we were back in and around Disentis, our home Resort, we 
had the best days of the season. With every day at home we discovered new slopes and mountains, which 
we put on our to-ski list.

— 5 min

ALTISCOPE FILMS  -  LES P’TIOTES 2

By the fireside, the P’tiotes listen to the incredible mountain legends told by a village elder, notably that of 
the Pralognan corridor. However, the girls want new stories! The former will then tell the taboo legend of 
La Maurienne. Indeed, the valley of Chavière which starts from Pralognan leads to Maurienne. A mysterious 
valley that intrigues the P’tiotes. So they decide to go and check if the legend is true!

— 7 min

ALEX ARMSTRONG  -  SKIER RICH 

The Skier Rich series features the athlete, Alex “Army” Armstrong as she follows the ebbs and flows of the 
winter season in British Columbia. She begins the season following the snow to find the best pillows and 
powder BC has to offer. As the winter peters out, big line hunting comes into season and she takes full 
advantage. To be Skier Rich, means to have all the tools necessary to make the most of the winter; a sled, 
skis, and a good crew. While your bank account may be depleted, with these elements you’re Skier Rich.

— 20 min



GIRLS UP  -  SHADOW

In a world where social networks and media dictate the rules, where only champions shine at the top, where 
only the most beautiful lines in perfectly perfect snow are exploited and where sometimes the stories stray 
from the truth, Shadow tries to break the codes.

This is the story of 5 women in the shadows. 5 women passionate about skiing and snowboarding, the 
mountains, beautiful slopes. 5 women with atypical personalities, from different generations, telling their 
story in the same massif that tells them: The Aravis massif, French Alps.

— 20 min

OUTDOOR CHICKS  -  WILD AT HEART

We don’t want to focus only on riding the steepest faces, discovering hidden places, biking the hardest trails, 
or climbing the highest peaks, but rather on connecting and showcasing females with a genuine passion for 
outdoor sports and a love for nature.

— 6 min

EL MAKRELL  -  CONNECTED

The heart beats the same in our chest. We breathe the same air. We are on the same journey. We are 
connected in a certain way. Skiing is our inspiration & passion. Three ski-women who might have never met 
if it wasn’t for their shared passion.

— 12 min

ROGUE OTTER STUDIOS  -  MOITIÉ-MOITIÉ

In the vibe of One Of Those Days by Candide Thovex or Imagination by Tom Wallisch, Olympic champion 
Sarah Hoefflin treats us with a super creative short . In the streets of Leysin, she goes on a run full of twists 
and turns that she has to repeat a lot of times and which pays homage to Jp Auclair.

— 17 min

CK9 STUDIOS  -  TATUM MONOD: PASSAGE

Tatum’s career has held doors of every kind. Doors that reach back as far as her Grandfather, and have carried 
on through generations to Tatum. Her career, successes, losses, injuries, have all shaped the skier and person 
she is today. This short film will open these doorways and uncover what continues to drive her in the sport.

— 17 min

THE FACTION COLLECTIVE  -  ROOTS

Faction’s third feature film digs deep to uncover the foundations of freeskiing as seen by the current generation 
of skiers. From the caves of the Dolomites to the nightscapes of Ruka and the mythic peaks surrounding 
Verbier, Roots takes us on a journey through the vibrant spectrum of freeskiing.

— 45 min

EVENING AT BAR L’HYDROMEL - FREE

10 pm to 1 am    Music group
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